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DESIGN AND VALIDATION OF SPACECRAFT PLANNING FLIGHT
SOFTWARE

Timothy Woodbury*, Austin Probe†, Robert Effinger‡, Jose J. Rosales§, and
Cheryl J. Gramling¶

Various current and future civil, commercial, and defense space missions rely on
cooperating groups of vehicles. Onboard autonomy can benefit these missions by
reducing the need for ground-based commanding. One application of autonomy
is onboard planning, which can augment ground-based planning and enable op-
portunistic data collection and remote operation. This paper presents the develop-
ment of an initial proof-of-concept planning pipeline, which is validated in a Lunar
communications and navigation mission with four cooperating vehicles. Results
include representative schedules and simulated state histories. Subsequently, the
original design is reviewed and extended to support a flight software prototype.
The application of the revised design is discussed in the context of three design
reference missions.

MOTIVATION

Government and commercial space operators have a need for greater onboard autonomy capa-
bilities to support distributed missions in challenging operational environments. Satellite swarms
and constellations are used in low Earth orbit, and government operators have expressed interest in
deploying these distributed missions in remote environments and in proximity operations. These
cooperative missions present a coordination problem among members of the cooperating group,
which is a new challenge for mission operators to address. Traditional missions have relied on hu-
man operator-in-the-loop or operator-on-the-loop management and control of assets. This approach
scales poorly as the number of controlled assets grows. Additionally, communications delays to
remotely operating vehicles could cause dynamic data collection opportunities to be missed. To
compensate for these limitations, onboard autonomy can be developed to allow decisions to be
made locally.

Autonomy reduces operator workload, allowing for a faster response to dynamic events by co-
ordinating and tasking assets in a large fleet faster than a human operator(s) can. Because of the
communications delays involved in remotely operated or very large distributed missions, onboard
autonomy is an important element of overall mission autonomy. Onboard autonomy can satisfy
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various operational needs and its scope will vary with the mission concept of operations (conops)*.
Onboard autonomy can support diverse operational tasks including maneuver planning, fault de-
tection, isolation, and recovery, resource management, data collection, and network and link op-
erations. Depending on the operational regimes and concept of operations, the onboard software
can facilitate various paradigms including operator-in-the-loop, operator-on-the-loop, and fully au-
tonomous operation.

Robotic software is traditionally classified into various interacting subsystems, which include Per-
ception, Navigation, Cartography or World Modelling, Motor Schema or Drivers, and Planning.1

For embedded systems in dynamic or uncertain environments, onboard planning represents a par-
ticular technical challenge. The computation and memory constraints present on embedded systems
limit the ability to solve arbitrarily complex plans onboard. On the other hand, it is challenging to
model the operational environment and create a priori plans that are robust to all possible mission
contingencies. Many contemporary missions have secondary or “opportunistic” objectives, such
as science data collection within LunaNet.2 Depending on the communications delays, reaction to
transient phenomena may not be feasible with a ground-based system in the loop. In this context,
an onboard planning capability can provide the desired response in a timely fashion.

This paper presents the design and initial results of a planning system designed to execute locally
onboard a space vehicle. In the next section, the onboard planning problem is reviewed and ma-
jor technical elements of the flight software (FSW) solution are identified. Subsequently, an initial
proof-of-concept design, consisting of a planner and a plan management application, is presented.
The proof-of-concept software is then used in a simulation demonstration. The demonstration ex-
ecutes the generated plan using a flight software plan execution suite to control a constellation of
four Lunar orbiters. Subsequently, the proof-of-concept design is reviewed to motivate the design
of a FSW prototype. Lessons learned from this and related FSW development are presented. The
resulting architecture of the prototype is then reviewed.

PROBLEM STATEMENT

Planning is a broad discipline that spans problems in the engineering and artificial intelligence
disciplines: e.g., search, constraint satisfaction, motion planning, controls, and operational planning
and scheduling. This paper takes an initial abstract view of planning to motivate the later sections,
which discuss concrete planning realizations. The objective of planning is to compute a sequence
of actions with some associated constraints to achieve a goal state or minimize (maximize) some
objective value, subject to some constraints. The plan specifies both actions that should occur and
relevant execution constraints, which may be, e.g., time-based for simple plans, or state-based as in
state machines.

While there is value in onboard planning, significant challenges have limited its applications to
date in the space domain. First, the breadth of planning domains has favored the development of
algorithms tailored for specific operational problems. Previous onboard data collection and pro-
cessing planning has used local search algorithms for iterative repair.3, 4 Other local search heuristic
algorithms have been applied to onboard maneuver planning.5 More recently, ground-based op-
erational planning has been successfully demonstrated using globally optimal algorithms, such as
mixed integer-linear programming (MILP), both in simulation and in operational practice.6–8 Other
recent papers have proposed onboard algorithms for bulk data collection and routing using a va-

*For a complete list of all acronyms and mathematical symbols, see the notation section at the end of this paper.
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riety of decentralized planning approaches.9–11 Second, missions differ significantly in terms of
their objectives and operational conops for scientific, communications, and defense missions. E.g.,
science missions may have very different data collection modalities, limiting software reuse across
different domains and making the needs of future missions difficult for software developers to an-
ticipate.2, 12 Third, the advantages of ground-based planning over onboard planning are significant
in terms of problem size, algorithm optimality, and run time. Onboard planning represents an oper-
ational risk for operators because it reduces the control available to ground systems and operators.
Consequently, an onboard planning system must justify that risk by outperforming ground-based
planning with respect to some operationally relevant metric, such as data quality or response time.

The objective of the current paper is to design and demonstrate initial capabilities related to
onboard planning. Motivated by the technical challenges identified in this section, the next section
discusses solution characteristics that address these challenges. It also discusses the technical effort
that has supported initial proof-of-concept and prototype software design and demonstration.

PROPOSED SOLUTION METHOD

The goal of this paper is to outline FSW planning capabilities to augment or support ground-
based planning. The technical challenges identified in the previous section suggest three character-
istics that a useful onboard planning system should posses. (1) It should be modular. This enables
planning problems to be broken into sub-domains that are suited to particular planning algorithms,
which reduces the problem scope and improves tractability. Modularity also promotes code reuse
by enabling a specific planner, e.g. link planning, to be deployed on missions with different conops.
(2) The planning system should be extensible to interface with external software. This quality en-
ables a spacecraft operator to develop their own planning algorithm(s) as needed to meet novel
mission needs, while leveraging useful capabilities already developed and proven in the planning
software. (3) Onboard planning should be designed to complement, rather than replace, ground-
based planning. For most missions, ground-based computation is inexpensive and can be accepted
as the standard conops for the forseeable future. Onboard planning can assume the existence of
some nominal or baseline plan that is made available at some cadence from ground-based sources.
Consequently, the onboard planning system should focus on exploiting the baseline plan to facilitate
rapid replanning. Methods that can be warm-started, or provide anytime solutions, are particularly
attractive. This third point sacrifices potential optimality for speed. This sacrifice is critical because
the alternative to onboard planning is simply to wait for the next Earth link to receive a new ground-
based plan. Onboard planning must provide acceptable solutions sooner than the next Earth contact,
which may be only minutes away in some conops.

These characteristics of a useful onboard planner motivate the design of a prototype FSW plan-
ning suite, which is called Adjutant. Adjutant provides extensible software applications with a
reusable core structure and relevant functionality for part of the planning problem. A library of
validated planning algorithms relevant and suitable to embedded systems supports the application
of planning algorithms to new problems. Each application’s functional role is kept small, enabling
applications to be co-located or run remotely on a mix of ground and space systems. Core capa-
bilities support a broad range of planning applications, and representative concrete applications are
developed that can be extended or used as a model for future development.

The design of Adjutant is influenced by an initial proof-of-concept software suite and a sub-
sequent demonstration. The authors begin by reviewing the design of the proof-of-concept. As
a demonstration, the proof-of-concept is used to generate a plan, and that plan is executed using
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Figure 1: Flow diagram summarizing major software artifacts and data exchange between applica-
tions.

Emergent’s plan execution FSW, Commander. The initial design is refined into Adjutant, a FSW
prototype, using lessons learned. The FSW design augments a planning application with addi-
tional interface applications for providing closed-loop planning feedback and reconfigurability for
different missions. A modular open-systems approach allows different planning formalisms to be
deployed within this architecture. The following section begins by reviewing the background and
architecture of the proof-of-concept.

PROOF-OF-CONCEPT DESIGN

This paper has discussed abstract planning problems so far. To motivate the proof-of-concept
design, a concrete planning problem is selected and developed into a planning application. The
authors initially conduct a background survey of planning in SV operations. The Earth Observation
Scheduling (EOS) problem is identified as a relatively mature application area in which observa-
tion, communication, and attitude control tasks are mapped to satellite resources.13 Conceptually,
the EOS problem is similar to related problems in planetary science and remote communications.
Methods based on both local or heuristic search algorithms and MILP have received research in-
terest in recent years and have been used operationally, either on ground or space systems.6, 8, 13–15

Some recent papers have explored decentralized planning schema that are potentially appropriate
for onboard execution, but validation is restricted to simulation.9–11

Based on background research, representative offline planning applications were developed to
mirror the structure of FSW applications. The software comprised two Python applications: a
planner, called Lunar Orbiter Scheduler Software Interface (LOSSI); and a plan manager, dubbed
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Swarm Commander (SC). LOSSI is a simple Python module that interfaces to external software to
perform orbit propagation* and solve a MILP †. LOSSI is designed to solve a simplified SV control
MILP. The mathematical details of the MILP implementation are summarized in Appendix A. The
main relevant points are that the MILP assigns actions to discrete time windows, and the available
actions in each time window are precomputed based on access windows between each SV and each
target. SC is a Python module that is designed to ingest input files, such as a LOSSI output file,
and process them into a format suitable for execution by the plan execution FSW. SC is designed
to allow an executor to safely transition between a plan produced during runtime, e.g. the infor-
mation coming from a planner, and a statically defined plan, such as a fault detection, isolation,
and recovery (FDIR) plan. SC uses a hierarchical state machine (HSM) plan to accomplish this
representation. The HSM format allows transitions between the runtime plan and the FDIR plan to
be pre-defined in an input file. The runtime plan is parsed from an external file during execution of
SC and automatically added to the HSM representation. SC uses a subset of the SCXML specifi-
cation‡ to represent state machines, which allows separate plan files to reference one another via a
hierarchical representation.

A demonstration environment is configured that is representative of the target environment for
Adjutant. The chief software applications and artifacts used in the demonstration are summarized
in Figure 1. For the demonstration, the Commander FSW is used to execute the plan produced by
SC, and the Ascent simulation validates execution of the plan. Commander loads a plan represented
as a finite state machine (FSM) having no hierarchy, and executes it according to a telemetry-driven
event engine. Further details of Commander are beyond the scope of the paper, but can be found in
other publications, e.g. Reference 16. Commander has a proof-of-concept code generation pipeline
that allows the SCXML subset exported by SC to be automatically processed into a binary file
suitable for execution. However, the HSM representation used internally in SC is incompatible
with the existing Commander plan representation. SC is configured with an output translation step
that parses the HSM tree and computes an equivalent FSM with no hierarchy. While this FSM
representation is less compact and will not scale to arbitrarily large HSM plans, it is adequate for the
proof-of-concept demonstration. The Commander code generation process produces a binary plan
that is loaded at startup by Commander during the demonstration. In the demonstration, Commander
publishes commands that are received by Emergent’s Ascent simulation§. Ascent is a modelling
and simulation product used for FSW development, integration and testing. In this scenario, Ascent
receives and executes attitude pointing commands from Commander. After execution, the Ascent
state histories are used to verify that the SV correctly point in the scheduled directions as expected.

A proof-of-concept application suite, consisting of LOSSI and SC, is developed to gain insight
into the planning problem and to test performance in a simplified operational environment. LOSSI
is a concrete application for the EOS problem that performs observation and link planning. SC
performs plan aggregation based on an input file to create a HSM plan that is translated into a FSM
for execution by Commander in the demonstration environment. In the next section, the proof-of-
concept suite is used in conjunction with Commander and Ascent to obtain representative plans and

*“GMAT download — SourceForge.net.” https://sourceforge.net/projects/gmat/ (Accessed Aug. 16, 2021)
†“Optimization with PuLP — PuLP 2.5.0 documentation.” https://coin-or.github.io/pulp/index.html (Accessed Aug.

16, 2021)
‡J. Barnett et al., “State Chart XML (SCXML): State Machine Notation for Control Abstraction,” W3C, 2015.

https://www.w3.org/TR/scxml/ (Accessed Aug. 13, 2021)
§Communication between Commander and Ascent is accomplished via an intermediate application. This application

is elided from the diagram for clarity.
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Table 1: Orbital parameters for lunar communications mission

SV a (km) e i (deg) Ω (deg) ω (deg) φ (deg)
1 0.0
2 90.0
3 180.0
4

10000 0 0 0 0

270.0
Relay 18420 0 0 0 0 0.0

Table 2: Additional simulation parameters used in demonstration mission

Epoch
(International Atomic Time) Crosslink range (km) Groundlink range (km) Memory max

20 Jan 2020 12:00:00.000 15000 9500 10

simulate performance for a Lunar mission.

PROOF-OF-CONCEPT RESULTS

To validate the proof-of-concept, a Lunar communications and navigation mission based on the
LunaNet concept is considered.2 This section surveys the performance of LOSSI and SC in the
Lunar mission. First, the scenario parameters are discussed. Second, observation and link plans
from LOSSI are presented. Third, Ascent histories are used to validate performance.

Scenario overview

In the demonstration environment, SC and LOSSI generate plans for between two and four Lunar
orbiters. The controlled orbiters have the objective of collecting data from the Lunar surface and
relaying it back to Earth. This surface data are deliberately abstract. They can represent either large
data transfers from ground assets, or collection of scientific data of interest. Data are relayed to
Earth through a relay satellite in a higher orbit. Orbiters can crosslink data to one another to get it to
the relay satellite faster. The relay SV is notional, and its activities are not simulated or controlled
beyond propagating its orbital state.

The mission design places the controlled orbiters in circular polar orbits, separated from one
another by ninety degrees in true anomaly. The relay SV is placed in a planar, circular orbit at a
higher altitude. The altitude difference between relay and controlled SV is chosen such that every
half orbit of the relay SV, a new orbiter is within communication range. These orbital parameters,
presented in terms of Keplerian elements, are summarized in Table 1. All orbits are referenced to
the Lunar equatorial MJ2000 inertial reference frame based on the ephemerides from GMAT 2020a.
Additional settings are summarized in Table 2, which defines the limits on communications range
and memory constraints. For simplicity, each data collection task is treated as occupying one unit
of memory, with a maximum limit of ten units per orbiter.

For demonstration, three scenarios are considered. Scenario 1 is a simplified two-vehicle case
designed to verify that LOSSI achieves maximum performance in an obviously feasible scenario.
Scenario 2 is a more complex scenario that shows selection among competing observation and
link tasks to achieve coverage of all inputs. Scenario 3 is yet more complex and is intended to
evaluate the upper limits of performance of LOSSI. The SV orbits in Table 1 are used in every
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Table 3: Parameters for schedule demonstrations, with coordinates expressed in the selenographic
coordinate frame. Note that Scenario 3 features twenty-five targets of complexity 1 placed randomly,
which are omitted for brevity.

Scenario 1 (2 SVs) Scenario 2 (4 SVs, 5 hours) Scenario 3 (4 SVs, 72 hours)
Latitude 1 (deg) 0 0 -

Longitude 1 (deg) 0 0 -
Complexity 1 4 -

Latitude 2 (deg) 30 30 -
Longitude 2 (deg) 120 40 -

Complexity 1 4 -
Latitude 3 (deg) 30 -60 -

Longitude 3 (deg) 40 120 -
Complexity 1 4 -

∆t (sec) 864 864 60
Duration (sec) 5184 18144 259200

scenario, although not all vehicles are present in every simulation. The number and location of
ground targets is varied in each scenario. A “complexity” parameter is assigned to each ground
target, and indicates the number of time periods of observation required to fully collect all data
from the target. The ground target and time parameters for each scenario are presented in Table 3.
The time step ∆t is chosen such that there are 100 time steps per calendar day. The step size is
intended to be conservatively large compared to the time required for any attitude reorientation or
communications task a SV might need to perform.

Scenarios 1 and 2 have durations of about 90 and 300 minutes respectively. Scenario 1 used only
Spacecraft 1 and Spacecraft 2. Scenarios 2 and 3 used all four spacecraft for data collection and
crosslink. For simplicity, all ground targets were placed at zero altitude. For Scenario 1, the targets
are placed such that Spacecraft 1 is in range of Target 1 and Spacecraft 2 is in range of Targets 2
and 3. Scenario 2 is five hours long and adds complexity by collocating four targets at each of the
three locations in Scenario 1. Effectively, there are twelve targets, but only three unique locations.
SV 1 is initially the only vehicle in range of the relay spacecraft, but later that role is taken by SV
4. The effect is that SV 1 initially collects data and sends it to the relay spacecraft as quickly as
possible, while the other SVs cooperatively “store” data on SV 4 until SV 4 is in range of the relay
spacecraft.

Scenario 3 uses different parameters to explore the upper limits of performance of the planner.
The stepsize is increased to one hour, and the planning horizon to 72 hours, reducing the problem’s
granularity. The surface target range limitation was set to 101% of the SV orbit altitude, to minimize
the number of time steps each target was visible and reduce the problem search space. Twenty-five
surface targets were placed randomly according to a uniform distribution in latitude and longitude
on [−90◦, 90◦] and [0◦, 360◦] respectively. The complexity for all targets is one.

Each scenario can be evaluated in terms of a LOSSI plan generated and performance in simu-
lation using the FSW executor. The LOSSI schedules can be produced in a matter of seconds or
minutes on a typical development laptop, depending on scenario duration and complexity. Execu-
tion of the mission with the FSW executor requires the simulation be run in real time*, which limits

*Since these simulations were recorded, Ascent has been updated with a faster-than-realtime capability which will be
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Figure 2: LOSSI Schedule Results for Scenario 1. Schedule of SV tasks showing a schedule of
data collection (Observe), data transfer to the relay satellite (Relay), crosslink between orbiters
(Crosslink), and idle (Idle).

the effective schedule duration to values that can be executed overnight. Because of this restric-
tion, Scenario 3 is not evaluated in FSW, and only LOSSI plan results are shown for this scenario.
Scenarios between five and ten hours produced similar schedules, due to the slow period of Lunar
rotation. LOSSI can be run for longer planning periods, but the simulation environment prevents
those plans from being simulated with FSW in the loop.

LOSSI Schedule Results

LOSSI schedule outputs are presented for all three scenarios. Results are summarized in bar
plots that show the actions assigned to each SV over time. The action “Observe” indicates the
associated ground target ID being observed. The action “Relay” indicates crosslinking data to the
relay satellite, and “Crosslink” refers to any data exchange between controlled orbiters. The actors
during a Crosslink action are not noted on the figure, but is obvious from inspecting which SVs
are simultaneously taking the Crosslink action. A spacecraft is otherwise in an “Idle” state during
which it maintains a nadir-facing orientation.

The plan for Scenario 1 is summarized in Figure 2. This figure shows the basic operation of the
system. While SV 1 observes one target, SV 2 observes targets 2 and 3 and successfully crosslinks
its data to SV 1, which is in range of the relay SV over the planning horizon. Note that SV 1 has
time to link only two of the three data to the relay vehicle in the planning period.

The second FSW scenario is five hours in duration and places a total of twelve targets at three
unique locations. The resulting schedule is shown in Figure 3. SV 1 collects data at the beginning
of the scenario and sends it to the relay SV just before going out of range of the relay SV. In the
meantime, SV 2 and SV 4 collect data and store it on SV 4, using SV 3 for crosslinking. In the
second half of the scenario, SV 4 is in range of the relay SV and sends the accumulated data to the
relay satellite over several consecutive time periods.

used in the future with FSW in the loop.
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Figure 3: LOSSI Schedule Results for Scenario 2. Schedule of SV tasks showing a schedule of
data collection (Observe), data transfer to the relay satellite (Relay), crosslink between orbiters
(Crosslink), and idle (Idle).

For Scenario 3, a LOSSI plan is generated, although not executed with the FSW. The resulting
schedule is summarized in Figure 4. A total of nine surface data are collected and cross-linked to
the relay spacecraft. With this planning horizon, each spacecraft is in range of the relay satellite at
some point. The MILP formulation does not penalize data latency, so the scheduler incurs no cost
by having spacecraft collect and relay data without crosslinking to other orbiters. This eliminates
crosslink activites except at the end of the planning horizon. Towards the end of the simulation, SV
4 collects data and crosslinks it to SV 2 for the relay action, using SV 3 as an intermediary.

The LOSSI plan results demonstrate that the planner is able to solve a simple feasible problem,
and is able to collect all the target data in a slightly underconstrained scenario. For the more complex
third scenario, the planner is able to collect data from nine of twenty randomly placed targets over
a three-day period. The latter scenario highlights a potential limitation of the MILP formulation;
data latency is not penalized and the orbiters are not data-limited, so there is little incentive to
use the crosslink capability during normal operations. Next, the Ascent simulation results using
Commander are presented for the first two plans introduced.
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Figure 4: LOSSI Schedule Results for Scenario 3. Schedule of SV tasks showing a schedule of
data collection (Observe), data transfer to the relay satellite (Relay), crosslink between orbiters
(Crosslink), and idle (Idle).

Ascent Validation Results

To validate the schedule and demonstrate execution, the planner results are ingested by SC and
processed into a binary file that is read by Commander. The resulting FSW for each SV runs
in a standalone Docker container that communicates with the Ascent simulation environment to
receive navigation updates and publish attitude commands. The Ascent environment is visualized
to qualitatively validate the resulting performance. A typical screenshot is shown in Figure 5, in
which SV 1 can be seen orienting its X axis to receive high-rate crosslink data from SV 4 in Lunar
orbit.

To validate performance, the simulated orientation and position histories are post-processed to
extract the relative pointing angles between each SV and each other asset in the simulation (i.e.,
other orbiters, relay SV, and ground target). The angle computed is the angle between the body X
axis and the relative position vector to the remote asset. If this metric goes to zero for a SV and
asset pair, that indicates the SV is oriented towards the other asset. The resulting time histories for
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Figure 5: Ascent Visualization of SV 1 receiving crosslink data from SV 4.

(a) (b)

Figure 6: Ascent Attitude History Plots. Pointing angle history for SV 1 and 2 in Scenario 1,
showing SVs pointing to ground targets for data collection and to one another crosslinking.
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this metric allow manual and automated verification that the simulation results match the LOSSI
schedule. Time histories of these plots are presented for Scenario 1 because the plots are easiest to
display and interpret.

Figure 6 shows the angle histories for SV 1 and 2 in Scenario 1 previously presented. By compar-
ing Figure 6 and Figure 2, it is apparent that the simulated Ascent SVs follow the LOSSI schedule.
During intervals when a SV is scheduled to point to a target, the relative angle to that target becomes
zero. When a SV is scheduled to crosslink or send data to the relay, the angle to the corresponding
target SV becomes zero. E.g., between times 1728 and 3456, SV 2 is scheduled to send crosslink
data to SV 1. This is reflected in the upper plot for each vehicle, which demonstrates the relative
angle becoming zero during this time. A similar plot can be obtained for Scenario 2, but is omit-
ted here because it is difficult to read. The primary value of the relative angle computation is that
it enables automated testing of complex scenarios, a quality which is valuable for future software
development efforts.

The demonstration mission uses LOSSI to generate input schedules that are processed by SC
into FSW artifacts for execution. Existing Emergent products, Ascent and Commander, are used
to execute a dynamic simulation and validate the design. The results influence the design of the
Adjutant FSW prototype, which is discussed in the following section.

PROTOTYPE DESIGN

The proof-of-concept LOSSI and SC applications generate plans and pass them to the FSW for
execution; however, these applications are written in Python and are not practical for deployment
onboard many embedded systems. The Adjutant prototype FSW suite is developed to meet FSW
requirements and perform onboard planning, using lessons learned from the Python applications.
The strengths of the proof-of-concept are: (1) once a plan is generated, an end user needs only
to run a single command to generate all artifacts for plan execution; (2) the ability of users to
independently design and modify the separate static and dynamic plans that SC fuses for execution.
The weaknesses of the applications are: (1) it supports only a limited set of tasks, in particular
attitude control tasks; (2) plan execution is open-loop and does not allow for replanning if a task
fails to execute as planned. The Adjutant suite’s design addresses these weaknesses while retaining
the strengths.

In addition to these application limitations, the MILP formulation is relatively challenging to
solve, requiring about twenty minutes to solve the five-hour planning problem on a desktop com-
puter. While the problem formulation is not optimized for speed and performance can be improved,
it is not clear that the problem can be modified to be efficiently solved on an embedded computer.
To address this problem complexity, decentralized planning is often preferred in embedded environ-
ments because it reduces the size of the optimization problem to be solved.10 This reduction comes
at the cost of greater communications overhead needed to build consensus across agents. Support
for decentralized planning is therefore valuable and is considered a requirement of the prototype
FSW applications.

Adjutant comprises three core elements:

1. Plan Manager: This is a FSW application specifically for managing plan information arising
from different sources, either local (onboard) or remote (ground system). The Plan Manager
application receives plans or plan components, such as updates to an existing plan, coming
from a software message bus. It publishes plans, which are received and executed by onboard
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plan execution software. This follows the example of the SC proof-of-concept. The Plan
Manager design includes a Configuration Layer that allows a given deployment to specify
how incoming message data should be processed into out-going plans. The Configuration
Layer provides a reusable framework for specifying information that was hand-coded into the
static plan in the proof-of-concept demo.

2. Planner: Planners and Goal Monitors (discussed next) are a class of applications with a
common structure and interfaces. A Planning application receives messages and calls one or
more algorithm(s) using data from the received messages, and then publishes the resulting
plan. This is the same role performed by LOSSI, but the concept of a Planner has been
generalized. This allows the prototype to add support for new plan formalisms and solver
algorithms over the software lifetime. A Planner and Goal Monitor are designed as a tightly
coupled pair that work together to solve a particular problem. Multiple planning pairs can be
run in parallel, or can be swapped for one another, with the Plan Manager performing any
needed deconfliction and data conversion.

3. Goal Monitor: A Goal Monitor application performs two primary functions. First, it receives
feedback from the plan executor indicating the system state and whether tasks complete as
expected. If the actual execution deviates from the plan significantly, the Goal Monitor can
be configured to either send a warning message or automatically send a Plan Request for a
new plan. Second, the Goal Monitor is the primary interface between the planning suite and
incoming environment data. This could include information about observation targets coming
from the ground or an onboard application, and system health data indicating a failure in the
fleet of controlled vehicles.

The prototype includes additional software development, such as a library of optimization meth-
ods, and code generation tools to support development of custom Planner and Goal Monitor appli-
cations.

The prototype represents a direct evolution of the proof-of-concept architecture, with the addition
of the Goal Monitor to improve operational performance. Figure 7 compares the information flow
of the prototype and proof-of-concept. The planning applications are colored red, plan management
applications in blue, and execution applications are green. The proof-of-concept created an offline
process where information flowed from the planner, to the plan manager, and into the execution
FSW. In the prototype, the functional components are migrated onboard for execution in parallel
with the executor via the Planner and Plan Manager FSW applications. By retaining the same basic
pipeline between planning and execution, the design retains the positive characteristics of the proof-
of-concept. The Planner and Plan Manager applications can incorporate the logic performed in the
SC code generation pipeline to translate input plans into output plans for execution. The structure
of the Planner-Goal Monitor allows for the deployment of modular planning subsystems that can be
reused and reconfigured for different missions. Adjutant’s design addresses the shortcomings of the
proof-of-concept by incorporating a abstract task representation whose contents can be populated at
runtime by mission-specific code. The Goal Monitor introduces a feedback loop between planning
and execution to improve operational robustness.

The primary objective in developing Adjutant is to provide FSW infrastructure that is modular,
reusable, and extensible to new missions and use cases. To verify these qualities, three design ref-
erence missions (DRMs) are considered, and a possible use of Adjutant within these DRMs is dis-
cussed in Table 4. The first DRM represents a natural evolution of the initial Lunar demonstration.
This DRM requires a cooperating multi-planar constellation to maintain coverage of continuous or
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Figure 7: Operational architecture of proof-of-concept and prototype software. The prototype
software architecture (bottom) migrates deliberative functions into FSW applications and creates an
explicit feedback loop using the Goal Monitor compared to the proof-of-concept architecture (top).

discrete regions of interest, and detect science events of interest using a combination of onboard
sensors and data processing. This can be abstracted as an observation and link planning problem in
which the priority of surface targets may change during plan execution. Future work will seek to
demonstrate this capability using Adjutant. A two-stage optimization consisting of coupled observa-
tion and link planners is proposed. The observation planner responds to the updated target priorities
to re-generate an initial queue of observation requests, and the link planner uses this queue as an
input to compute a feasible plan that satisfies onboard memory and duty cycle constraints to relay
the data to ground or space link stations. Separate observation and link planners are proposed both
to reduce problem complexity and to promote reusability in future applications.

The second DRM in Table 4 describes a cooperating group of networked space, ground, and air-
borne agents that detect and share events among themselves. Since the network or some agents may
not be continuously available, it is natural to consider decentralized planning algorithms, which can
reduce the need for a centralized planner to track and maintain the status of all agents continuously.
An auction-based approach in which the detecting agent acts as auctioneer to collect and evaluate
bids from other agents can be developed and deployed to obtain suboptimal but feasible solutions
to this dynamic planning problem. By re-using the abstract task representation used by Adjutant, it
may be feasible to perform bid generation and aggregation independently of the problem domain.
Additional effort will be needed to study application constraints, but this is a promising problem for
developing useful concrete Adjutant planning capabilities. The third DRM is a notional noncooper-
ative docking scenario. In this case, a docking vehicle with a robotic manipulator needs to perform
motion planning in an uncertain environment, with time-sensitive safety constraints. To address this
scenario, an Adjutant planning subsystem based on sampling-based motion planning is proposed.
The plan executor or a low-level driver would be responsible for monitoring execution of the plan
at a fast rate and triggering an abort if the predicted motion deviated from the measured motion sig-
nificantly. The sampling-based Goal Monitor would be configured to wait until the system reaches
a safe state before replanning. The Plan Manager can be utilized to fuse the sampling-based mo-
tion plan with this abort behavior in, e.g., a hierarchical fashion. The second and third DRMs both
would be new application domains for Adjutant, and represent areas for future development beyond
the scope of current efforts.
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Table 4: Example Adjutant applications to design reference missions

Design Reference Mission Example Adjutant Application
Coordinated Rapid Opportunity Watch – Multi-Planar,
All-Orbital View Constellation

• Multi-planar constellation to provide all-orbit
view with frequent coverage

• Each sensing spacecraft equipped with instru-
ments to observe surface change phenomena

• Constellation will need to identify measure-
ment of interest, disseminate event indications
to maximize views, and prioritize return data
over the return link/relay

Observation planning subsystem for discrete features
• Goals: discrete ground target locations and pri-

ority
• Monitor features with initially equal priority
• Minimize overall latency using MILP or heuris-

tic algorithms
• Accept cues from external data processing algo-

rithms flagging high-priority events, e.g. geyser
eruptions

• Re-plan with higher priority for detected events

Space-Ground Federated Observations
• Cooperative measurements across disparate

satellites, ground, and airborne observers.
• Systems have a network sharing detect events,

where each participant then determines if they
will respond to identified events and contribute
additional measurements of interest.

Auction-based decentralized planning and execution
• Sensing algorithm on platform X detects an

event
• Goal Monitor X publishes a Plan Request con-

taining the event information
• Planner X hosts an auction for the event and

collects bids from networked assets
• Remote Planners receive the data, compute bids

based on local data, and publish responses
• Planner X arbitrates the auction and notifies

winner(s), who update their execution plans

Proximity Operations – Noncooperative Docking
• Docking vehicle with a robotic manipulator
• Support vehicle(s) for additional sensor cover-

age
• Sensor fusion from multiple vehicles to im-

prove target navigation estimates

Motion planning and execution
• Receive external object nav estimates from ex-

ternal app(s)
• Sampling-based motion planning methods for

manipulator and base motion
• Executor monitors execution at a high rate (100

Hz) and triggers an abort if collision probability
exceeds a threshold

• Replanning is triggered by an operator or auto-
matically from a “safe” state

The Adjutant prototype is still in the design stage. To validate the design, a demonstration similar
to the earlier Lunar mission has been designed, and concrete Planner and Goal Monitor applica-
tions are being developed for this environment. The planning process utilizes a combination of
heuristic search in conjunction with MILP to perform replanning in response to a task failure or
other unexpected change in execution state. This development is ongoing, and shall be reported in
a sequel.
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SIGNIFICANCE

The results presented here demonstrate the concept of observation and link planning with FSW
execution via a proof-of-concept planning pipeline. The proof-of-concept design informs the design
of a prototype FSW suite, called Adjutant. Adjutant builds on the proof-of-concept in two primary
ways. First, the concept of a Goal Monitoring application is added to provide explicit feedback
between the plan execution and Planning applications. Second, the Swarm Commander proof-of-
concept is extended to a general Plan Manager, which has reconfigurable logic for specifying how
plan information should be managed in real time.

The realized prototype application supports automatic retasking of cooperating space assets in
response to system failures, detected data collection opportunities, and other uncertain events. By
enabling these capabilities onboard SVs, the planning suite can eliminate communications delays
between ground and space systems. This will enable new data collection paradigms, such as tip-
and-cue from onboard applications, and will support remote tasking of assets studying transient
phenomena, such as solar flares or geysers. These operational paradigms enhance or enable current
and future civil, commercial, and defense missions involving cooperating vehicles.
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NOTATION

a Semi-major axis
conops Concept of operations

DRM Design reference mission
e Eccentricity

EOS Earth Observation Scheduling
FDIR Fault detection, isolation, and recovery
FSM Finite state machine
FSW Flight software
HSM Hierarchical state machine

i Inclination
LOSSI Lunar Orbiter Scheduler Software Interface
MILP Mixed integer-linear program

SC Swarm Commander
SCXML State Chart XML

SV Space vehicle
Ω Right ascension of the ascending node
ω Argument of perigee
φ True anomaly
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APPENDIX A: PROOF-OF-CONCEPT MILP FORMULATION

Each controlled SV can collect data from the surface, crosslink stored data to other SVs, and
communicate stored data to the relay satellite. Each SV is constrained to perform only one action
at a time, and actions are further constrained by range constraints for data collection and communi-
cation. Time is discretized at fixed intervals and accesses between controlled SVs and other entities
are precomputed based on GMAT outputs. Access is evaluated as true if the access is available
throughout the entire discrete interval. These accesses are evaluated as constraints within the MILP
formulation. The following binary arrays are precomputed and referenced in the MILP:

C[n,m, s] 1 if ground target m is visible to spacecraft s at time index n
O[n, s] 1 if spacecraft s is in range of the relay satellite at time index n
χ[n, s, t] 1 if spacecraft s can crosslink to spacecraft t at time index n (χ[n, s, t] = χ[n, t, s])

The problem decision variables are then arrays as follow:

Y [n,m, s] 1 if spacecraft s observes ground target m at time index n (binary)
R[n, s] 1 if spacecraft s is relaying to the relay satellite at time index n (binary)

X[n, s, t] 1 if spacecraft s is crosslinking data to spacecraft t at time index n (one-directional
relay assumed) (binary)

Ds[n, s] the total data stored on spacecraft s at time index n (continuous-value)
Dr[n] the total data relayed to the relay satellite at time index n (continuous-value)

To penalize attitude slews, a penalty is incorporated on the absolute value of the change in any
action with respect to time. This penalty is implemented as follows:

δY ∈ RN+1×M×S ; δY [1,m, s] = Y [1,m, s]; δY [N + 1,m, s] = Y [N,m, s]

δY [n,m, s] = Y [n,m, s]− Y [n− 1,m, s] ∀ n | N + 1 > n > 1

δX ∈ RN+1×S×S ; δX[1, s, s2] = X[1, s, s2]; δX[N + 1, s, s2] = X[N, s, s2]

δX[n, s, s2] = X[n, s, s2]−X[n− 1, s, s2] ∀ n | N + 1 > n > 1

δR ∈ RN+1×S ; δR[1, s] = R[1, s]; δR[N + 1, s] = R[N, s]

δR[n, s] = R[n, s]−R[n− 1, s] ∀ n | N + 1 > n > 1

Slack variables are introduced that correspond to the absolute value of each element of the δ
arrays, with, e.g., δXa denoting the absolute value of δX . These arrays are explicitly included in
the objective function.

δYa[n,m, s] ≥ δY [n,m, s] ∀ n ∈ N,m ∈M, s ∈ S
−δYa[n,m, s] ≤ δY [n,m, s] ∀ n ∈ N,m ∈M, s ∈ S
δXa[n, s, s2] ≥ δX[n, s, s2] ∀ n ∈ N, s ∈ S, s2 ∈ S
−δXa[n, s, s2] ≤ δX[n, s, s2] ∀ n ∈ N, s ∈ S, s2 ∈ S

δRa[n, s] ≥ δR[n, s] ∀ n ∈ N, s ∈ S
−δRa[n, s] ≤ δR[n, s] ∀ n ∈ N, s ∈ S
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The problem constraints are summarized as follow:∑N−1
n=0

∑S−1
s=0 Y [n,m, s] ≤ 1 ∀ m ∈ M : every ground datum can be collected by no more than

one spacecraft at each time instance∑M−1
m=0 (Y [n,m, s]) + R[n, s] +

∑S−1;s2 6=s
s2=0 (X[n, s, s2] + X[n, s2, s]) ≤ 1 ∀ s ∈ S, n ∈ N : each

spacecraft can do no more than one action at each time instance∑S−1
s=0 R[n, s] ≤ 1 ∀ n ∈ N : no more than one spacecraft can connect to the relay satellite at each

time instance
Ds[n, s] = Ds[n−1, s]+

∑M−1
m=0 (Y [n,m, s])−R[n, s]−

∑S−1;s2 6=s
s2=0 (X[n, s, s2]+X[n, s2, s]) ∀ s ∈

S, n ∈ [1, . . . , N − 1]: data storage continuity
Dr[n] = Dr[n− 1] +

∑S−1
s=0 R[n, s] ∀ n ∈ [1, . . . , N − 1]: data relayed continuity

The problem is also subject to upper and lower bounds on the data stored, and initial conditions
on those resources, which are straightforward to express and omitted for brevity. Similarly, deci-
sion variables are constrained to be zero if the corresponding entry in an input array is zero; e.g.,
Y [n,m, s] ≤ C[n,m, s]. The problem objective is formulated as follows:

min
(
− 100Dr[N − 1] + 10

N+1∑
n=0

S∑
s=0

δRa[n, s] + 10
N+1∑
n=0

S∑
s=0

M∑
m=0

δYa[n,m, s]+

10
N+1∑
n=0

S∑
s=0

S;s2 6=s∑
s2=0

δXa[n, s, s2]
)

The δ terms penalize changes in actions between timesteps, which promotes solutions where the
spacecraft performs link and data collection activities in continguous blocks rather than alternating
between data collection and link actions.
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